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Changing the Sentencing Landscape
In recent years, several U.S. states have adopted legislation aimed at decreasing sentences for low-level
drug offenses. These reforms represent a promising effort to reduce the use of unnecessary
incarceration, which is both costly and socially harmful.1 But one unintended consequence, in many
places, has been reduced enrollment in drug courts.
For example, in November 2014, California voters approved Proposition 47, the Reduced Penalties for
Some Crimes Initiative, which changed the classification of many nonviolent property and drug crimes
from felony to misdemeanor. Utah followed soon after, passing House Bill 348 in March 2015 and
reducing all drug possession offenses from felonies to misdemeanors until the third conviction. Both
measures were intended as correctives to years of harsh drug sentencing laws, which had not only failed
to reduce crime but also caused unprecedented increases in prison populations at great cost to
taxpayers. The new laws are consistent with current research, which suggests that treatment and
community-based supervision are far more effective than incarceration at rehabilitating drug offenders
and reducing drug-related crime.
At the same time, these reforms have made defendants less likely to enroll in drug court programs. By
reclassifying felony drug offenses as misdemeanors and reducing the maximum prison sentence to one
year, they have changed the calculus for defendants. A 2014 report from the Los Angeles Times expressed
the problem succinctly: “At the heart of the [drug court] program is the threat of a felony sentence if
participants flunk out. That threat was sharply reduced last month when California voters approved
Proposition 47.”2
For drug court advocates, this situation presents a dilemma. Many favor drug law reforms that reduce
incarceration. Indeed, few would argue for maintaining harsh sentencing laws simply to prop up drug
court enrollment. Yet research shows drug courts to be more effective than traditional sentencing at
reducing recidivism and promoting long-term recovery—not to mention saving costs.3 Drug courts keep
people in treatment longer and lead to more sustained sobriety than other interventions, including both
criminal-justice approaches and voluntary, community-based treatment.4 This research suggests that
drug courts should be a central component of any criminal-justice reform strategy. All of which raises a
fundamental question: how can drug court programs adapt themselves to complement important state
sentencing reforms?
This paper seeks to answer that question by looking more closely at the cases of California and Utah. In
both states, the Center for Court Innovation worked with drug court officials to analyze the effects of
sentencing reforms and consider how the courts might adapt. From there, the paper explores a range of
strategies that drug courts can use to continue serving as a powerful, lifesaving intervention for
defendants with substance use disorders.

Assessing the Impact of Sentencing Reforms
Observers in California and Utah could see that drug court programs were suffering under the new
sentencing reforms. “It's true that, under Proposition 47, enrollment in some drug courts has dropped,”
wrote Stephen Manley, a superior court judge in Santa Clara County, California, in a 2015 op-ed.5 To
learn more about the impact of the reforms, the Center for Court Innovation worked with court
administrators in both states to conduct surveys, caseload analyses, and interviews with drug court staff.
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The surveys asked about changes in drug court screening, assessment, and referral practices, as well as
eligibility guidelines. They also looked at practical changes, like program length, participation
requirements, courts’ responses to non-compliance, and overall outcomes. To supplement the survey, we
conducted a caseload analysis, which measured changes in drug court intake based on referral and
enrollment data. The analysis compared caseloads from at least one year prior to the sentencing reforms
to the six-month period following the reforms.
After collecting survey responses and caseload data, we worked closely with research staff, court
administrators, and experienced judges and practitioners in both states to analyze the information. The
aim was to develop a set of strategic responses that would reflect the unique conditions, resources, and
needs of drug courts in each state. Finally, we conducted in-depth interviews with administrators, court
staff, supervision officers, treatment providers, offenders, and community members to gain firsthand
insight on the processes drug courts were using.

Key Findings in California
In California, the passage of Proposition 47 was clearly associated with a decrease in drug court
caseloads. According to our survey of 67 adult drug courts across the state, 67 percent of courts reported
that their caseloads were down following the legislation’s approval, and 51 percent reported
considerable decreases. The average caseload declined significantly, from 51 to 39.
A reduction in drug court referrals explains much of this decline. Sixty-five percent of courts reported a
decrease in referrals, and even among defendants who were referred, more refused to enroll. The surveys
suggest that the decreased legal leverage under Proposition 47 influenced that decision. In over half the
California courts, eligible defendants were more likely to refuse participation following the passage of
the new law. The most common reason cited was that the program was too long and intensive. Other
reasons for refusal were that better legal outcomes were available outside of drug court or that they
were not ready to commit to treatment. Courts that accepted only misdemeanor drug defendants
reported more refusals.
California’s drug courts responded to declining enrollment with a variety of actions. More than half
changed their legal eligibility requirements. Of those, 28 percent expanded eligibility to include
defendants with more serious charges or more extensive criminal histories, and 31 percent expanded
eligibility to include lower-level charges like misdemeanors. Some of the commonly added charges
included weapons possession, felony-level drug sales, violent felonies, and misdemeanor drug charges.
Clinical eligibility was a different story: 84 percent of courts reported making no changes. However, 10
percent of courts expanded clinical eligibility to include additional primary drugs or participants with
co-occurring mental health disorders. Thirty-one percent of California drug courts reported making no
changes at all to eligibility criteria in response to Proposition 47.
The drugs courts that did make changes to eligibility requirements seem to have improved their reach.
Indeed, 23 percent of courts reported that their caseload was up following Proposition 47. Those that
saw an increase in referrals also attributed the change to an expansion of eligibility criteria.
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Key Findings in Utah
In Utah, it is less clear what direct effect HB 348 had on drug courts’ caseloads, but referrals and
enrollment are a challenge for some. We surveyed 18 courts, including 16 adult drug courts and two
veterans treatment courts. Forty-two percent of those courts reported no overall change in caseload since
the passage of the law, while 34 percent reported a decrease and 25 percent reported an increase.
Referrals decreased in 67 percent of surveyed drug courts, and 35 percent indicated that gaining
adequate referrals was a major challenge for their program. Only 17 percent of courts reported no
overall change in referrals following the passage of HB 348. A clear 83 percent majority of courts
reported that eligible defendants were more likely to refuse participation following the passage of HB
348. The most common reason defendants cited for refusal is that they believed they would gain better
legal outcomes by not participating, according to court staff. The length and intensity of drug court
programs was also a deal-breaker for many defendants.
As in California, several drug courts reported that their caseload initially declined following sentencing
reform but then recovered after changes to eligibility requirements or screening practices. About two
thirds of surveyed courts made such changes. Of these, 41 percent expanded to accept higher-risk
participants and 6 percent began to accept misdemeanor defendants. One third of courts that reported
making eligibility changes expanded clinical eligibility to include co-occurring mental health disorders,
and 17 percent added additional primary drugs.

Responses to Sentencing Reforms
As the California and Utah experiences show, sentencing reforms have ushered in new challenges for
drug courts. But both states have demonstrated that drug courts can attract new participants by
implementing changes to their programs. What are the best measures drug courts can take to build
enrollment when they possess diminished legal leverage?

Recommendation One: Implement Universal Screening
The evidence suggests that drugs courts reach only a small fraction of the justice-involved individuals
eligible for their services. The Urban Institute’s Multi-Site Adult Drug Court Evaluation, which surveyed
600 courts, found that about 55,000 defendants enter treatment out of an estimated 1.5 million who are
at risk of substance use disorders—less than 4 percent.6 Many jurisdictions rely on the case-by-case
discretion of prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges to make referrals to drug court.7 This approach
means that many eligible defendants are never offered the opportunity to participate. But promising
models exist to screen drug court candidates more systematically and ensure that courts identify and
refer defendants who are a good fit.
For example, the New York City court system uses a centralized screening process to identify all
defendants eligible for drug court and refer them to community-based treatment providers. The city
founded its first drug court, the Brooklyn Treatment Court, in 1996. For many years it used a prearraignment screening process to review all cases for legal eligibility and automatically adjourn the
eligible ones to drug court for further assessment. But coordination was lacking among the district
attorney’s office, probation, defense counsel, and treatment providers. The courts often failed to refer
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eligible defendants to treatment until their cases were trial-ready or never referred them at all. In other
cases, ineligible offenders were sent to treatment programs for assessment, which wasted time and
resources.8
In an effort to improve the process and enroll more eligible defendants, the Brooklyn Criminal Court
implemented the Screening Treatment and Enhancement Part (STEP) in 2003.9 STEP opened two new
drug courts and expanded eligibility criteria to include felony property crimes and chronic
misdemeanor defendants. The project also expanded the pre-arraignment screening model to account
for the new eligibility criteria, the different types of defendants, and the interagency coordination
required to screen defendants rapidly. Crucially, the process assumed that most nonviolent defendants
arrested in Brooklyn deserve consideration for court-ordered treatment.10
These improvements have systemized the screening process and helped more defendants access
treatment. A 2010 study found that STEP increased drug court referrals and participation. In the first
year, the number of defendants the courts found legally eligible at the pre-arraignment stage doubled.11
The number of referrals nearly tripled in the first year, with an increase of more than 250 percent each
successive year.12 The study also found that the new process did not overburden court clerks—or require
additional staff—despite the increased caseload.13
Drug courts should consider using a universal screening process similar to the Brooklyn model. What
features should it include? First, the process should be truly universal, with a trained staff screening
every defendant for eligibility and directing them to the right program. Second, the screening should be
immediate, meaning that the court should aim to reach every defendant by the pre-arraignment stage.
Third, the process should be integrated into regular case processing, with interagency agreements in
place so practitioners can share information throughout the process and avoid wasting resources.

Recommendation Two: Accept Less Serious Cases
Drug courts have traditionally focused on felony cases that carry the possibility of significant prison
time. Research has shown that felony defendants typically fair better in drug court than those facing
misdemeanors, since those defendants have more incentive to participate and complete the program.14
However, after sentencing reforms, many of the felony offenses that used to lead defendants to drug
court have been reclassified as misdemeanors. One way for drug courts to continue serving defendants
in need of treatment is to begin accepting these lower-level charges and adapting their programs to
reflect the reduced legal leverage that these cases carry. A variety of changes can help courts to rethink
their eligibility criteria and incentivize lower-level defendants to participate.
Accepting low-level defendants with lengthy criminal histories. Many defendants with low-level
charges have little incentive to enter a drug court—they face little possibility of incarceration or
probation and would prefer to have their cases handled through conventional case processing. But there
is a population of defendants with long criminal histories who face greater legal risks and are therefore
more open to the treatment alternatives that drug courts offer. Some drug courts have made special
efforts to reach this population. For example, the Queens Misdemeanor Treatment Court in New York
City focuses specifically on “persistent misdemeanants,” or defendants with multiple prior convictions.15
The rationale is twofold. First, conventional case processing has not reduced this population’s
offending.16 Second, they have greater legal exposure—while defendants with no prior record rarely face
meaningful jail time in New York City, jail is a real possibility for persistent misdemeanants. Therefore,
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the courts have greater legal leverage, and the defendants have greater incentive to participate and
perform well in a drug court program.
Learning from DUI Courts. Defendants facing driving under the influence (DUI) charges might also be
good candidates for drug court intervention. For example, the city of Billings, Montana, established a
special DUI court to serve defendants who have been found guilty of a misdemeanor alcohol-related
driving offense. The program includes relicensing and reinsuring, seatbelt education, victim
notification, and payment of restitution. Of the program’s many benefits—which include suspended jail
time, intensive treatment, and access to community resources—the greatest incentive to participate is
financial. One year of participation in the DUI court costs the participant around $3,500 compared to
around $9,800 in fines and fees under ordinary case processing. The program accepts first-, second-, and
third-time high-risk participants for an 18-to-24-month period, during which they are required to wear
an alcohol monitoring bracelet for the first 90 to 180 days. Participants are required to maintain
employment, engage in treatment and self-help classes, complete community service, and pay
restitution. Between 2012 and 2015, the program served 65 participants, and fewer than 19 percent
reoffended.17
Learning from community courts. Community courts provide a powerful model for serving low-level
offenders who face little to no jail time. Combining accountability and help, they require participants to
pay back the community through restorative community service projects while also enrolling in
individualized social services, such as drug treatment, mental health counseling, or job-readiness
programs. Like drug courts, community courts use risk and need assessments to match participants to
the right level of supervision, sanction, and services. What sets community courts apart is that they are
designed to address defendants’ needs through immediate, short-term treatment and clinical
interventions that often take place in the courthouse itself, and they involve an explicit focus on
community engagement and accountability. While many drug court programs are too long and
intensive to incentivize participation from low-level defendants, the short-term interventions of
community courts—which include treatment-readiness groups, group counseling sessions, and jobreadiness programs—might be more palatable to this population.18 Drug courts can learn to engage lowlevel participants by using less structured supervision and emphasizing short-term services, while still
holding them accountable to the community.
Creating alternative tracks. Creating specialized tracks for low-level defendants can also extend the
reach of drug courts. A drug court in the Bay Area of California responded to Proposition 47 by
developing a three-track system to provide an alternative to the standard three-year probation sentence
for misdemeanor drug charges. Using the American Society of Addiction Medicine criteria for assessing
treatment needs, the court assigned defendants to different tracks based on the severity of their
substance use disorder. The first track, for defendants without serious needs, offers 90 days of status
hearings, drug testing, and self-help programs like Life Ring and 12-step meetings. The second track, for
defendants with intermediate needs, offers four months of outpatient treatment. Most participants
occupy this track. The third track, for defendants with the highest needs, offers three months of
residential treatment, followed by two months of outpatient treatment, followed by one month of the
first track program. Importantly, the court is willing to individualize treatment for its participants,
moving them between tracks when appropriate.
One innovative and unusual feature of this drug court is that there is no sobriety requirement for
participation; participants cannot be dismissed for continuing their substance use. If a participant tests
negative for substance use at the end of the program and the staff has witnessed them trying to meet the
program’s requirements, they graduate drug court—even if they have continued to struggle with
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substance use throughout. If a participant tests positive for substance use at the end of the program,
their original misdemeanor drug charge is still dismissed, but they do not graduate, and any other
charges are not dismissed. Graduation carries important incentives: the original drug charge is
dismissed and sealed; the staff advocates for all other charges to be dropped; the staff sends a letter to
the probation office to recommend terminating supervision early; the program pays for sober living
housing and provides gift cards; and the graduate receives a ceremony and certificate.

Recommendation Three: Accept Non-Drug Cases
Drug courts have traditionally focused on felony cases that carry the possibility of significant prison
time. Research has shown that felony defendants typically fair better in drug court than those facing
misdemeanors
Drug courts can reach more people by accepting defendants charged with non-drug crimes. Frequently,
these crimes are motivated by the defendant’s substance use disorder. For example, people often commit
property crimes like theft and burglary, as well as financial crimes like check fraud or identify theft, to
obtain money to support drug use. Some drug courts have begun to extend eligibility to these kinds of
cases, and a growing body of research supports this practice as a means to help a broader population.19
For San Francisco’s drug court, accepting a greater number of property-related charges helped to
maintain enrollment numbers following the passage of Proposition 47. The court conducted a study to
learn more about how the law had affected its caseload and participant characteristics, and it found that
the number of participants with a property-related primary charge increased from 91 to 118 over a
single year.20 “This explains the relatively stable number of drug court participants from Year 1 to Year 2,
as the increase in property charges has thus far made up for any large net decrease in participant
numbers,” the study reports.21
The Multi-Site Adult Drug Court Evaluation showed that 87 percent of drug courts accepted defendants
charged with felony property offenses, but only 56 percent accepted those charged with misdemeanor
property offenses.22 This means that there is considerable opportunity to offer treatment to defendants
in misdemeanor property cases. Each court should appraise its local crime conditions and eligibility
requirements. As in the case of San Francisco, accepting property crimes and other non-drug charges can
help courts preserve their caseload and serve a broad base of people in need of treatment following
sentencing reforms.

Recommendation Four: Accept More Serious Cases, Including
Violent Cases
There are tens of thousands of defendants who could benefit from drug court who are excluded on the
grounds that their current charge or criminal history are “too serious.” Accepting more serious cases
would enable drug courts to reach more people in need and have a greater impact on both defendants
and community safety. Research shows that drug courts are more effective and achieve greater cost
savings with defendants facing serious felony charges and the possibility of long prison terms.23
Accepting cases involving drug sales. Many cases involving drug sales are potentially appropriate for
drug court. Defendants charged with selling drugs are often addicts seeking money to buy more drugs
for themselves. These defendants are clinically indistinguishable from those facing drug possession
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charges. By successfully treating these individuals, drug courts can reduce their future drug use and
prevent further sales as well. For these reasons, the Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards concludes
that “there appears to be no justification for routinely excluding individuals charges with drug dealing
from participation in Drug Courts, provided they are drug addicted.”24
Accepting cases involving violence. Violence has long been the third rail in the drug court movement.
Federal drug court funding cannot be used to serve violent defendants, and many states prohibit drug
courts from accepting cases involving violence. It is not surprising, then, that an overwhelming majority
of drug courts surveyed as part of the Multi-Site Adult Drug Court Evaluation exclude defendants with
prior violence as a matter of policy.25
There are few studies specifically evaluating violent cases in drug courts. However, the research available
has found that these participants are “statistically no more likely than those with no history of violent
offending to be rearrested during the post-drug court follow-up period.”26 Indeed, “drug courts were
especially likely to produce a reduction in criminal behavior among offenders with a history of
violence,” according to the Multi-Site Adult Drug Court Evaluation. They also produced equal reductions
in substance use among those offenders.27 Based on this research, the Adult Drug Court Best Practice
Standards caution drug courts against maintaining categorical exclusions on violent offenders. “If
adequate treatment and supervision are available, there is no empirical justification for routinely
excluding violent offenders from participation in Drug Courts.”28
Several examples provide a roadmap for drug courts that are considering accepting violent cases. In
California, several drug courts—including those in San Francisco, Santa Clara, Alameda, and Humboldt
counties—reported that the district attorney’s office began referring more serious felonies, including
those with violent charges or histories, following the passage of Proposition 47. These courts had never
excluded violent charges, but they expanded their programs after sentencing reforms to include more
violent cases. In Sacramento County, the drug court changed their eligibility policy for defendants with
a history of violence. Prior to Proposition 47, defendants were ineligible if they had a violent charge
within the past 10 years; today that period is seven years. Solano County’s drug court began accepting
participants with a history of gun possession charges.
Other types of problem-solving courts have made a routine practice of accepting cases involving
violence. In Buffalo, New York, the veterans treatment court and mental health court both accept violent
defendants on a case-by-case basis. Their eligibility relies on the recommendation of the district attorney
and the approval of the victim. Because of this approval process, violent cases represent about 5 percent
of the program’s total caseload. They include such offenses as domestic violence, bar fights, burglaries
resulting from mental health episodes, and possession of an unlicensed firearm during traffic stops. In
these cases, the court makes additional resources available, such as medication management. Typically,
violent cases travel the same path in court as others, and there has been no significant difference in
outcomes for participants in those cases.

Planning for the Future
No single approach will work for all drug courts. “Context matters,” Greg Berman, director of the Center
for Court Innovation, has said of the problem-solving court model. “There’s basically no such thing as a
program that can be taken off the shelf regardless of local conditions and implemented successfully.”29
Each solution must be carefully tailored to the jurisdiction using it. But the recommendations in this
paper offer options for drug courts to adapt their practices and reach more people when sentencing
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reforms lead to reduced enrollment. Countless examples across the country—including those from
California and Utah—show that courts can adjust to legislative changes while still safeguarding the
integrity of their programs.
As drug courts prepare to make changes, they should ask themselves some simple questions. Does the
court use a universal screening process for early identification and speedy referral? If not, implementing
universal screening can increase the number of referrals and ensure that the defendants referred fit the
court’s target population. Is the court open to changing its eligibility criteria? If so, accepting less
serious cases, non-possession cases, and a select set of more serious cases can link more defendants to
treatment.
Answering these questions, and drawing from the good practices of others nationally, will help drug
courts to meet the challenges posed by sentencing reform and continuing offering life-saving treatment
and supervision to the justice-involved people who most need it.
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